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MAD-VAL-BCN 
 
- Hotels. The offer is based on accommodation at 4* hotels, central and semicentrally located.  

 
- Meals. Buffet Breakfast in all the hotels. 

 
- Transportation. Private transportation as per itinerary.  

 

PACKAGE PRICE: 
 
Minimum 2 pax (for group price, please ask): 
 
From 1790€/pax in DBL room (November-March) 
From 2090€/pax in DBL room (April-October) 
 
PRICE INCLUDE: 
 
-3 Nights in 4* hotel in Madrid 
-2 Nights in 4* in Valencia 
-3 Nights in 4* in Barcelona 
-1 Flamenco show (1 hour) + Tapas dinner (water and 1/3 wine incl) in Barcelona 
 
-Private Transfer APT. MAD – Hotel in Madrid 
-8 hrs private vehicle in Madrid on day 2  
-Transfer return Hotel –Shopping mall – hotel on day 3 
-Private transportation Madrid – Valencia 
-8 hrs private vehicle in Valencia on day 5 
-Private transportation Valencia - Barcelona 
-8 hrs private vehicle in Barcelona on day 7 
-Transfer return Hotel –Shopping mall – hotel on day 8 
-Private transfer Hotel – APT. BCN 
 
-Guide for: 
 -8 hrs. tour in Madrid 
 -8 hrs. tour in Valencia 
 -8 hrs tour in Barcelona 
  
NOT INCLUDED 
 
-Nothing not mentioned as included 
-meals 
-tips 
-entrance fees 
-Touristic tax in Barcelona 
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ITINERARY: 
 
DAY 1 
 
Transfer APT. MAD –Hotel  
 
Free Time 
 
 
DAY 2 
 
FD visit of Madrid with private vehicle and private professional guide (8 hrs.) 
 
Enhance your experience of Spain’s captivating capital on a full-day tour of Madrid’s cultural and 
historical highlights. With a knowledgeable guide, marvel at the opulent grandeur of the Royal Palace 
of Madrid (Palacio Real); stroll amid the grand beauty of Plaza Mayor; and immerse yourself in local 
life during a visit to Gran Via, Madrid’s most famous neighbourhood. Learn about the rich historical 
heritage of the city from your expert guide and receive personalised attention on this private tour. 
 
DAY 3 
 
Private transportation from Hotel to Outlet Shopping Mall and back 
https://www.lasrozasvillage.com/es/home/ 
 
DAY 4 
 
Free time 
 
Transfer with private vehicle from Madrid to Valencia 
 
Free time 
 
DAY 5 
 
FD visit of Valencia with private vehicle and private professional guide (8 hrs.) 
 
FD city tour of this bright city including a drive through the old city showing the most prominent 
buildings, we will then be driven past the old riverbed of the Turia to the most avant-garde complex 
“Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias” to watch the emblematic exteriors of the six buildings 
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DAY 6 
 
Free time 
 
Transfer with private vehicle from Valencia to Barcelona 
 
 
DAY 7 
 
FD visit of Barcelona with private vehicle and private professional guide (8 hrs.) 
 
Head out on a full day tour of Barcelona. Pretty much everyone who visits Barcelona falls in love with 
it. For many, it is their dream destination. This enchanting city has everything: it is a cosmopolitan 

European city that preserves its traditional shops and street markets, has a mountain, beaches and it 
has historical and artistic icons. The facades of its residential buildings are colourful and unique, full of 
details from the artistic movements, Modernism. The Parc Guell, a masterpiece of Gaudi, affords one 
of the best known views over the city (entrance fee not included). The Placa de Catalunya is the city's 
central point. Behind it stretches the Eixample, the largest residential neighbourhood and it is here 
that many of Gaudi's buildings are located. Downhill to the north is the Ciutat Vella, the Old City 
enclosed by the walls. It is flanked by La Barceloneta, one of Europe's most appealing beaches. The 
old centre takes in the multicultural El Raval, the Barri Gotic (Gothic neighbourhood), borderded by La 
Rambla and El Born, the city's most elegant neighbourhood and home to the Museu Picasso . 
 
 
DAY 8 
 
Private transportation from Hotel to Outlet Shopping Mall and back 
https://viladecans.thestyleoutlets.es/es 
 
DAY 9 
 
Transfer with private vehicle Hotel – Airport BCN 
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